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“Proven, powerfull & scalable”
Hultafors Group is a Swedish company with operations worldwide. In Europe alone, over 1,000 sales orders are
shipped per day from three central warehouses – all using Bitlog WMS. When the Hultafors Group central warehouse in Holland moved to Poland in 2013, a handheld computer solution was introduced – a measure that has
streamlined warehouse and logistics functions further.
“We implemented Bitlog WMS on our three European
central warehouses in 2011”, says Mårten Larsson, CIO at
Hultafors Group. ”The real test of strength for the system,
however, came in 2013 when the warehouse and distribution operations in Holland relocated to Poland.”
“Crucial to the decision of implementing Bitlog WMS
was the possibility to build further on the existing ERP and
distribution system, and also the smooth integration with
iScala Storefront. In other words, we did not have to reinvent the wheel.”
“An entirely new situation soon arose when Hultafors
Group decided to move its central warehouse from
Holland to Poland. The warehouse operations was planned to be outsourced and the choice stood between
maintaining (and expanding) our own warehous/logistic
system or also outsource this on contract. The positive
experience of Bitlog WMS proved decisive, and when the
move was carried out in 2013 the system was already in
place – now supplemented with a mobile solution. The
launch took place in June 2013, and despite initial problems, deliveries could be carried out from day one after
the move to Poland. In September of the same year we
reached full functionality, and further development of the
system is planned to continue in 2014.”
“Throughout this journey Bitlog has demonstrated solid
expertise, great flexibility and distinctive service orientation. The good cooperation so far gives great confidence
for the future.”

Hultafors Group has implemented Bitlog WMS Standard
together with the optional E-commerce Accelerator,
Retail Accelerator and WMS Advanced.

Hultafors Group AB has its roots in the tool manufacturer Hultafors
which began producing rulers as early as 1883. Today, the company
consists of three product areas: workwear (Snickers Workwear), hand
tools (Hultafors) and ladders/scaffolding (Wibe Ladders). Through
its various brands Hultafors Group is represented in 37 countries
and has over 11,000 point of sales. The company group has 620
employees and an annual turnover of approx. 135M EUR.

